2012 corvette color chart

The color code will be located on a sticker named Parts Identification. We use the WA format for
simplicity, your code may have a U. WA is the same as U Click here for Chevy paint code
location chart and paint code label examples. In the past I made a couple of notes about the
spray button being defective. Last 4 cans I have not experienced that at all!! Color is so close to
original one would have to be an expert to see the slightest difference!! I do have a question, do
you guys offer the factory color paint in a touch up bottle with brush? Definitely interested! I get
many comments on how close of an exact match to the body color it is!! The cost is minimum
compared to other companies that offer the same service. Completely satisfied and I have told
others about your services. Thank you for running such a professional staff and product!! Thus
far the paint is dead on for the few things I have painted. Perfect match!! I have already
mentioned your name to several people. I have excellent results using your primer, paint and
clear coat on my torch-red corvette. I did the fiberglass work myself and using your products I
have a color match that is excellent. No one is going to know it is even repaired. Thanks for
what you do. I love the results. The color match from Automotive Touch up was "spot on".
Because of the metal flake in the paint I did not think that a match could be made, but I cannot
see the difference between the touch up repair and the factory paint. It is amazing. Thank you
automotive Touch Up. Now I will be ordering paint for my truck. Thank you for the service. The
paint matched perfect, sonic blue metallic, is not easy to match. I used the paint for my CB
antenna bracket and the antenna. Really looks good matching my car color. Most of the bracket
is hidden behind the license, but the part you see really looks great. It didn't take long to have
the paint made. Thank you, very much. Once again, a perfect match for my Torch Red Corvette.
Have used you touch up paint previously on a silver CTS. I've been very pleased with the results
on both vehicles. Thank you for a quality product and service. Hi, I had some deep scratches on
my car that has clear coat paint. I sprayed the color after thinning it a little with my air brush.
Then shot a few coats of thinned clear. After a little color sanding it came out perfect. Excellent
product for a small repair or a single scratch. I have a not so common color SuperSonic Blue
Metallic on my Corvette and I was sceptical about being able to matching the metallic from a
spray can. I wanted it to do some customizing projects and it matches perfect. I have already
used it all and the clearcoat is just a complement so I will be ordering again. Latest purchase
was a perfect match as have my other 4 purchases. I recommend your products to my friends! I
have used your product on every car I own and have been very satisfied. Your color match is
perfect. The Supersonic Blue that I received was spot on. I couldn't be happier. I also later
purchased some gray to match my wheels and again the color was perfect. Shipping was
actually a little quicker than quoted, again, another bonus. The vehicle in question is a special
color mix on the Centennial Edition Corvette, thus the potential for any touch up to be even a
close match was farfetched. The scratch on a front fender lost a battle with a falling step ladder
was treated, touched up and clearcoated. I was amazed as it takes me a bit of time to find the
spot and to someone who does not know the area was touched up it is practically invisible.
Color match started out a bit off, however, as the paint set up it matched perfectly. I would
recommend this product to anyone who wants a quality product to maintain the finish of their
vehicle from the everyday small divits in the paint. Enter your year, make, and model below to
find color matched paint:. Choose your Automotive paint color for your Chevrolet Corvette.
Don't see your color listed? Call We probably have it. Did you choose the wrong vehicle model?
Did you choose the wrong model? If you're still not sure, take a look at our All Chevrolet Models
page. Or, just go to our page dedicated to Chevrolet Touch Up Paint. Brian D, owner of a
Chevrolet Corvette from Colorado Springs, CO I have excellent results using your primer, paint
and clear coat on my torch-red corvette. Russell A, owner of a Chevrolet Corvette from
Washington Hi, I had some deep scratches on my car that has clear coat paint. Guilford D,
owner of a Chevrolet Corvette from Winston Salem, NC The vehicle in question is a special
color mix on the Centennial Edition Corvette, thus the potential for any touch up to be even a
close match was farfetched. Share your touch up story Arctic White. Switchblade Silver Metallic.
Space Blue Metallic. Inferno Orange Metallic. Techno Gray Metallic. Carbon Flash Metallic.
Crystal Claret Tintcoat. Cyber Gray Metallic. Torch Red. Sonic Blue Metallic. Black Eggshell.
Payoff Amount. This calculation reflects amounts in U. Dollars rounded to the nearest whole
dollar. All loan figures are based upon non-commercial usage and are subject to credit approval
from an independent lending source. Actual down payment and resulting monthly payments
may vary depending upon type and use of vehicle, regional lender requirements, and the
strength of your credit. Check with your dealer for exact monthly payment. Some content
provided by and under copyright by Autodata, Inc. Share Tweet. Loading Trims. Loading Makes.
Black Convertible Top [Black]. Blue Convertible Top [Blue]. Gray Convertible Top [Gray]. Arctic
White [White]. Blade Silver Metallic [Silver]. Carbon Flash Metallic [Black]. Carlisle Blue Metallic
[Blue]. Crystal Red Tintcoat [Red]. Cyber Gray Metallic [Gray]. Inferno Orange Metallic [Orange].

Supersonic Blue Metallic [Blue]. Torch Red [Red]. Velocity Yellow Tintcoat [Yellow]. Please click
on the link below to take a short survey. The survey should only take 5 minutes or less to
complete. We want to know what you think of minivans. The monthly payment is based on the
price of this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you choose to lease, you can also use the
payment calculator to determine your lease terms. Unlike other websites and magazines, our
ratings are not based solely on a singular road test, but rather a more encompassing batch of
criteria: quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel economy, reliability history and value. When
comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's important to note that the rating earned by
each vehicle correlates only to the models within its class. Only the most exceptional vehicles
achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the best vehicle in its class. Decent, but not
quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key features found in vehicles of the same class.
Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car buyer would come to expect for the price. Below
are all exterior and interior colors for the Chevrolet Corvette. Colors generally differ by style. We
have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give you a great price on the new Chevrolet
Corvette. This is how it works:. We have information you must know before you buy the
Corvette. We want to send it to you, along with other pricing insights. I agree to receive emails
from CarsDirect. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. We will not spam you, and will
never sell your email. Privacy Policy. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Chevrolet
Corvette Chevrolet Corvette Colors. Est Monthly Loan. Incentives Incentives that help lower the
selling price of a vehicle. Money Factor Represents the interest charged on a lease. May require
top-tier credit to qualify for the best rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset. You can interpret our
ratings in the following way: 5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the
road. Buying With CarsDirect We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give you a
great price on the new Chevrolet Corvette. Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a tool in your
negotiation. The dealer will help you with financing or leasing, as well as trade-in options. New
Car Quick Quote Chevrolet. Please select a model corvette. Get Your Price. Insider Information
We have information you must know before you buy the Corvette. Your Email Submit. Thank
you. You are now subscribed to our Pricing Insider updates. The retirement of Jetstream Blue
Metallic in leaves the door open for GM to offer a new color for the Corvette and today we are
pleased to bring you its replacement: Carlisle Blue Metallic. We think the color reminds us of
the color called Silver Blue Metallic or the Light Blue Metallic offered in Time will tellâ€¦
Everyone on the Carlisle team is excited about the new color, I let them know earlier today and
the excitement spread quickly! Regarding colors for , one of the questions we have for the
Corvette Team members when we see them at Bowling Green in a couple weeks is in regards to
the new Carbon Flash Black Metallic. Our current understan
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ding is that the Carbon Flash will only be available on the Centennial Package and is not
available for ordering separately. Information on the Corvettes continues to trickle out so stay
tuned to CorvetteBlogger. Thats not blue in anyway.. Just another form of grey.. How come
theres never any problem with red and silver EVERY single year, but the beautiful blues always
disappear??? The official list of Corvette colors was recently released and reported by Keith
Cornett on CorvetteBlogger. The good news is that a blue hue will be represented once again on
the Corvette in the coming year [â€¦]. Women really seem to like the color. What more could you
ask. So it is nice to have a beautiful Blue for About Us Advertise Subscribe Now! Sign in. Log
into your account. Forgot your password? Password recovery. Recover your password. Get
help. M: No formal announcement was made about the color. Good call Brent. Should have
continued to offer the Jetstream Blue color. Was ready to order a new one.

